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FOREWORD

The Bilingual Dictionary of Mathematical Terms - English/
Chinese was developed for use by Chinese junior high and high
school students, to assist them in their understanding of mathemat-
ics vocabulary and concepts in English. Terminology and definitions
are provided in English, with Chinese translations directly below
each entry. Students may use this publication as a dictionary, a
workbook and a supplement to their English language mathematics
textbooks.
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ABACUS A calculating device that involves the
sliding of beads or counters along a bar.

-- 4:%"c2 4 If 411, -viz
0tfprss.

mullion'
1 . $.1 $ 1 1 i 1

ACUTE ANGLE

4, 11

An angle smaller than 90 degrees.

41. At Gt -t A 0 A

ADD To combine a set of numbers into a sum.

ste -gig itA ,- 4f %f

lti # 0ik e4 4°k 1 Pa 0

-1-- 2.0
J

ADDEND

Mt 0 lek

Any one of a set of numbers

la
4g1 OT2 lk

$1,41 int *gill.

to be added.

64 11A: r'

o

IIII

3

ADDITION

,t° :,

An operation that combines various numbers
into one number.

drej 1915 A tt kai4 ilit_

;Iffz.i.

on 0

I + ___2- ___

1



ALTITUDE

14*A
( O.)

An altitude of a triangle is the line segment
drawn from one vertex and perpendicular to
the line that contains the opposite side.

a iit:-, A 4F3 o1 V flik
aist e4 f 1 4 fc .

C

ANGLE The set of points in the union of two rays
which have a common endpoint.

01 -44A jil JO) #0
1
1 lt lk . ..-

APPROXIMATION

it 4PAli

One number is an approximation of another
number if the first number is suitably

"close" (according to context) to the other
number.

-4] it. f- % -411 i. -mit
Afill 111\ iff 1 g 01 f4-\ e4tir

. t,,,. ---
pl. ft.

.

T

ARC

b%.

A part of the circumference of a circle.

IC
111

AREA The amount of space inside a closed figure.
Area is measured by square units.

All 11 till ti) 01 ri94 ,i, e )1,

1) 4i & girr
/4
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ARRAY

11 4.

A systematic arrangement of numbers or
symbols into tabulated form.

41 444 4q Tf-tiLii ittte)
3701 A 4 *A g 0

ASSOCIATIVE
PRINCIPLE

otA 4

When adding (or multiplying) three numbers,
you can change the grouping, and the sum
(or product) is the same.

0;lc t *up (A ivf) Atelt
461/12(A 40 ) Ilitlj

(1 +2) +3 ::--- i+(z+3)-1

L-13 +3 --r- 1 +54J

r(IX2)X3=-10.X3)1
L42.X3 =1X64-J

AVERAGE

. t,.

The number found by first adding all the
values in a set and then dividing by the
number of values.

..L -

/14 li 40 fif At 4! 614 il 0

1

2. 1

6 3T-6---
6

AXIOM

4:4

A proposition that is so clear and evident
that it needs no proof.

Hilz 14: -, 1 , In X) A4,.../

3
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BISECT4.>aP

To divide in half or to find the midpoint.

j. oF r % .4 A. II, /7 ifk A 4 ,fil 4st. A

liik A 04 ir lik o

BORROW

At,

A commonly

process
traction.

14.itil
Al

used term for the
involved in certain types

. ,.

t 4 iii tif
i3

regrouping
of sub-

c et)

20
8

2 0-
__

,

8
2

CARDINAL NUMBER

4 It

The cardinal number of a set is the number
of elements that a set contains.

3 4k k It(-715: t t #i #(4;i ' il 44 = 0, 1,2,3,4....

CARRY

at... fi
A commonly used term for the regrouping that
is involved in addition.

la A -it y t ,A.74 it ilk
ilh": A_ ,?t m i,4 - f?di 4-ti

u

.....:4$ gi 0

33 3 3
-F 7 -.I- 7

+14-10

3 3
+ 7
4 0

CENTER POINT A given point in the interior of a circle,
such that all the points on the circle are
the same distance from the given point.

A A 147 iff IC 41 -t. A. 0

1 Alit eii ic: 0, . 4110
4

1 0



CENTIMETER A standard unit of measurement that is used

to measure length in the metric system.
(A unit of length; .3ne centimeter is 1/100
meter.)

AA )7 ii-A $1 11 I- 44- gr. 0 it 1 'iir 1-1-( 4Ilig.K )

/II -4
'" t ir ff ift I 1; .-------f ) .

CENTIMETER RULER A ruler marked off in centimeters and milli-
meters.

...

-4 -4-)F.,

CENTRAL ANGLE An angle whose vertex is t',,e center of a
circle and whose sides contain two radii.

til 0...e. A -TIA ,,,t 6) is . .1E7;1 hp if iff

6441.

CHORD A line segment that has its endpoints on
the circumference of a given circle.

A

Li) A I ,i44.., 17 , AI ik

B

CIRCLE A set of points, all of which are the same
distance from a given point called the
center or center point.

.iW -11f) 0 ( 121 1'1111 IX I-(7) la )

111II 1111111
At

-41; 01+ ii)

5
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CIRCUMFERENCE The distance around a circle.

\
\
1

...,_...,.i
CIRCUMSCRIBED
CIRCLE

.

A c.rcle
when
of the

ji

61

is circumscribed about a polygon
each vertex of the polygon is a point

circle.

-411

..).AC At 9 AO IC 2/ 1*

0

CLOSED FIGURE A figure
points,

kr..1-cIe...,

1'4
if

which, if traced from one of its
one returns to the original point.

g xi i ,sq 4103 IV

'Dfi hg.09 ei4 --ft

-3') 0

'

... 0-- .--- as
1

t

i

i\i \
COMMON
DENOMINATOR

). _a.)7 Ly

A common multiple of two or more denomina-
tors; usually tbe product of two or more
denominators.

s%
et17 I ',g1 3 141) 1C '41 I //I 41). 0) j'A

it 4; rtlikrf: /1 A44 ic< A

._L _4_ E1
3 -I- 12....__.

x == 1
1Z

COMMON DIVISOR When
numbers,
of the

6)

..-

a number is a divider
it is said to be a

two numbers.

M it ff/f d 4 lk
to

of two different
common divisor

it-k

,-, 3.....

, 6\ ,. ,,,

C)
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COMMON FACTOR

'411}

A factor of

/A il

1 *3)

two or more numbers.

4 k A 1) A A A '')* k

e-3- of . Az.' A it 3. iel

3)<1/4ik ..--.-= i 5

\ ,-- I 02x
\\

COMMON MULTIPLE

41k.

A multi1.3e of two

A 'o] ri."9 4 ,

tk e

or more numbers.

-Os ± ti 6:- 64 ?-11; 3 x 4- ----- 12
2X 6 - 12
3x2x2 12
2x3x2 1 2

COMMON NAME OF A
FRACTION

0 AF

NI li tt

A fraction that is equivalent to the given
fraction and is in lowest terms.

P F

A il, ii I) * ;?% 10 Ili ik
el

9 (8

COMMUTATIVE
PRINCIPLE

1

When solving
order of
result in

t :4,

.0 FM

a mathematical
the elements
multiplication

.1-Aifro

problem the
does not affect the

or addition.

tr. / .1 eitt
3 x 5 =-. 15

5 x 3 -IS

COMPASS

IP: 4J

A tool used to draw circles and parts of
circles.

,i) 911) IN oi A e)4ii )); 4,5

J__f_ .

/
41°'/i

7
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COMPLEX FRACTION

i\.. ti )

A fraction that has a fraction for its
numerator or denominator or both.

irf% 4 IC An ( X aTc A) Af

3 2
2

P

COMPLEMENTARY
ANGLES

Twr, angles whose sum equals 90°.

40

..79Jay

,A
\ Er

COMPOSITE NUMBER

ir: tk

Any natural number
has more than two

44 tri 4 :. A

greater than 1, that
factors.

.4, 1 4- 4 a $ ,

0

2,3)6: & 12-

CONE

0r111__

A solid with
curved surface
so that any
straight line
the

,

and

fikdt
q- g 1p
A x 0 -i:

a circle for its base and a
tapering evenly to an apex

point on this surface is,in a
between the circumference of

/tithe apex.

A %Iik-k-te4.111 -k
ji -rii gif IP AI Oil

itf) -If if cut miir ta

------- ..

CONGRUENT

4 1

Intuitively, two geometric
congruent if they
size.

017 41 1.15- 4,

if 41'

figures are
have the same shape and

4r cs).4fj Ai 3: t)%

AA
8

14



CONGRUENT ANGLES Two angles
same size.

are congruent if they are the

IPA

CONGRUENT FIGURES Two or
size and

4 t -5

more figures
shape.

I-C ./1

that have the same

\
/ \

CONGRUENT LINE
SEGMENTS

Line eegments that have the same length.

At,,- -*Ak0 q ik a 40 A if

CONGRUENT
RECTANGLES

ii

Rectangles with equal lengths and equal
widths.

4_,m -it a)

CONGRUENT SQUARES Squares whose sides are equal.

9



CONGRUENT
TRIANGLES

413114.0.

Two triangles are congruent if the 3 sides
and 3 angles of one are equal to 3 sides
and 3 angles of the other.

iffi t+it_40 IF ,i,) AA 5 t
-04 04 1 IF :1 A 1 4

I i

1::..1..

1222::

CONSTRUCTION

Aip A

To draw
figures

ifi4
Al IA.-

u=4

models of particular geometric
using rulers and compass.

f 4° tf .* L ti 461I
co litar if -1, ice of
0

COORDINATE AXES

Aperti2 l*
4-

The coordinate
dicular
point in
numbers.
the point

ii -44
4F I.
4144

A 5Ni

number
the
The

(oso).

0 ;
PA:
-44

nurbers

axes in a plane are perpen-
lines used to match each

planewith an ordered pair of
intersection of the axes is

virsittit #011§ 411
-4-#.0: 1 0 ;p4 IA

A,.

ti2 'irk 4 ift ili,F
0, ji 1 v rk Oirs4 fo

EINIMMILIJEMMEM

M.2.1011.01111EM
mmilmaimmnomm

=MIMI NI:umiilsouir
111WWWWA ASSNLminimmWilmwomm

rruwent.m
immumillm Imo
mmsimammumm...vmMEM

COUNT

lk

. 1,4e

V-4 *CP)

in regular succession.

iiri, 44 44: 0

10
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CUBE

fi 44.
.

A solid with six equal, square sides.

A ..4-1-43 4 0 1 ,- 43 It
111

5"

CUBE OF A NUMBER

1

The third power of a number.

ilm 1 s ,%1;-( 4-7)0 33=3)(3)g =27
3

5 =5>6)6 =! 25

CUBIC CENTIMETER

11 i4.

A standard unit
used to measure
system. A cubic
a cube and is
edge.

41#)if RI

Aa. -stAl_ki3cigiii.4.
Af e111-Pit

of measurement that is
volume in the metric
centimeter is shaped like

one (1) centimeter on ee

tg14 itt-tt (14-411 ff0
CUBIC INCH

ii i}1 I

A standard unit of measurement that is
used to measure volume in the English
system. A cubic inch is shaped like a cube
and is one (1) inch on each edge.

A4) fr A it II iltrft 6441
a .

fa .1-i_ -21f //kill/. A -41
100 .1)- if/

"

u

Adifillir
"

CUBIC UNIT

... of .,

.1 -.4. / i %

A unit of measurement shaped like a cute
and used to measure volume.

-4 4, 'i 1#9 11 i Itir I)) t 11 *11)

tlf1741 114 14131 0
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DATA Information; usually a set of numbers.

4-

DECAGON

111.4i

A polygon with ten (10) sides.

1 i ,i!) it 0 ,it-iF
.

DECIMAL

(10_0) in

A numeral that uses place value to name
a fractional number.

40i, "5 lot e9 _tcea/.
0 5.55 --13-, ----

4..

DECIMAL POINT The dot that is used in the decimal numeral.

5. 555

DECIMETER One tenth (1/10) of a meter, ten centi-
meters.

.4 ir; 2. "- fl, 4 f,.

12

18



DEGREE

11r.

A standard unit of measuring an angle.

414 'A 4,644f 1 'iz' 0

DENOMINATOR

1\ 4.
17

The bottom numeral of a fraction.

)e.Ai7 _tb, .11.
1 7 3

DIAGONAL A line segment that connects the opposite
corners of a rectangle or square.

* tI fl) A 4
....

....
... ..

DIAMETER

Ids.

A line segment that has both endpoints
on a circle and passes through the center
of the circle.

oil 1. Li) it , 4 tt A It) 111 t 10

By Fisk

DIFFERENCE The number resulting from the subtraction
operation.

A 74114k e) f Iii,_
o

12

8)

13



DIGIT One of the symbols used to write numerals.

4,i, lk El tiO --it If ilt

5 4 0

DIMENSION

if. 0,

The lengths of the various sides or parts
of a particular geometric figure.

-4141 IA 111.1 R 1 i_l_-il

,t4f 11; 4 A

B

DISJOINT SETS Two

it
sets that have no members in common.

4811 IL-t 64 A 4A 4
A 40 k 1 9

0 J

o

DIVIDENt

74t
A number that
the numerator

,iiii i.k.;

ti? i 4-

is divided by another
of a fraction.

q -41 k A lt

-it of A 74 t.

number;

t4

o

DIVISION

14% 4/

The operation in which two whole numbers
are renamed to give a quotient and
remainder; the operation in which two
numbers are renamed to give a quotient.

)4} 0 0 0.4 g'44 g tt.
4 t A A A &44. tka4A

1 10 ÷ 5 --= 9

14 20



DIVISOR The

to
of

number by
produce the
a fraction.

which the dividend is divided
quotient. The denominator

4 A Ion f,t1 o -4 l&
a) in -if A.0 14` V,

ENDPOINT A point at the end of a line segment.

lit 16t A 4 it I:\0 ik 0 140 ,.

EQUAL SIGN The sign used to show that two numerals
name the same number.

If eu %13 AA it e4 i) qttou 0

EQUATION A statement of equality v,qtween two
quantities, as shown by the equal
sign (=).

404 4 -if. rEt7 itg14 46 Al
04 I Ls,. olt. 360 -10 =---- 36

EQUIVALENT Two or more fractions that name the same
FRACTIONS fractional number; two fractions rat

have the same va1u'.

gyp" 1 t 4t:
5YA 1 0

) - g1 ; t
Ik

i) or9 m
Aid

X 414 4
1 2

10 20

Ail 1/3 t-bt °`r1 iii tt

15 21



EVEN NUMBER

A

A multiple of two (2). The first ten even
numbers are 0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18

= t-tf fil i 44 a t &. :

0. 2. ii, ii Ft, /01/2,Niii,/if

EXPANDED FORM To expand a numeral is to express it in
powers of 10.

*) - ifil ti 1. 4. it, ,9 / 0 A

i '1\,.

31-2.

=300 +9.0 +2
=3X100+-1-x104-2x1
=3X ITA-1-x 10 +2X1

EXPONENT

1[10.

The numeral that shows how many times a base
is used as a factor.

4 '61,1 tif, .0 X A -} 41 i,

% t ti
3

4=444

FACTOR

0 /

One of two or more numbers that are multiplied.

rib461 42141 $4 S /14 ftetl
0 4 q 4S1 4r "t in 2' 0 .---=

..../. r_.;-.)r,_1)

FACTOR
NUMBER

J

4

OF A

41

A number that divides into the given number
with a remainder of 0.

P. 4,1 74 A 4 ti tei..L0 Y

fi city!, Ai) ti i-) 0 4 .
20+ :-.ED

16.



FACTORING

lil 4 Yll

Finding all the factors of a number.

A IYA -Aim 44 e-5 Oft I tR 4 . 520
2 4

2 2
1

FIGURE A set
an

circleror

42
;

of line segments or points, such as
angle, triangle, rectangle, square,

cube.

: ik . s A . -0 41 , 1-.-f) 1111 .
et/

i
1

. :

........
r i

%
, 1

7 .i I\ ..,/
L.........,

FRACTION A number that stands for
region; the quotient of two

*.i. jibb .tietiii
-tt r)3 A ti I"

part of a set or
numbers.

$--tNn e
0

2. ÷ 5 0
FUNCTION

At.
A relationship between two quantities
that is usually shown by a graph, a table,
a number pair, or an equation.

ifitP11*-iit.14
11. 3 -,.?. A 44 i4 40 pit 11A/4

x f(x)

FrA',AM..
11WIPII
IlrAlliiiiAinum0

N. .m1 ini II.
mosNos

ow

0 ....EN
NE

NE

onoo
ilismamo nof(c).__x+ 2

mom

GRAM

1...

A standard unit of measurement that is
used to measure weight in the metric system.
A gram equals 1/1000 of a kilogram.

67,i; sitr 14-H d 41

".
g:ir 4Z-

I)
9 i i`

Z
` J4,- )

%- .i. iitk --- 7,

17

23



GRAPH

if 4,.

A pictorial representation of data.

4i 4 0 41
110MMIMMONNIMIN
MIIIIIMIIIIIMIMEMMINIIIIIAIMIN
111111h1MIIIMMINE
MI WMNM IIIIIIMINII
1111111Zr

IBOMNI.'

IV MIN
ENE

/41111111111111111
4111111111II10111111

GREATER THAN
SYMBOL

it -gLi

The sign used to show
is greater than another.

41 f 3 44
III -fck e) irt1-i

that one number

ik, S

AL
°

1 2 .> 6
'-

GREATEST COMMON
FACTOR

4.i; ii.; it t

The largest number that is a factor of a
given set of numbers.

to. t pi 4x.4111 bp; ti0-
1: if.\ i

I 2-. 2 3 6) 6 /2
I ; I 1

16- 2,6),8, lb

GC F = it

GROUPING

.114;

Any collection of objects.

II %.,,,k ...ti%

HEIGHT (Altitude)

1.,

°ILar,

The height of a triangle
from any vertex to the

also the segment from
metric figure which
opposite side.

....

4g1 ii.°M '4 e2'512:

f.)-4tIa_QS gR At)

fkif

is the distance
opposite side. It is

any vertex of a geo-
is perpendicular to the

itAsai 9.
or : AT-i V. ilt 0

Aithh.



HEXAGON

,A 13

A six-sided polygon.

IA 4 49 )"1,

HINDU-ARABIC
NUMERAL

1,110104A i
The numerals 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11....

Pitok4.le : 0, I. 2.. 5. 4 ,r. G. 7. ,

, 0, /1 ......

HYPOTENUSE

i

The side opposite the right angle in a
right triangle.

iIA 5/4) .1 JO 41 t
1

IMPROPER FRACTION

ITIA.§ //) lk

A fraction in which the numerator is
greater than the denominator.

"7 3 t ht' 'n -Jr7,--; 10 S% li. , 3(-

01 fli di5 0
. 7 . 210 ----)

6 9

INCH A unit of length. One inch is 1/12 foot.

....)40 °IroP/k,1 I. -...)1 4 A 4.1-- /6 -...--

IIFIFWIEIF WA' C7 ETC:

19



INCH RULER A ruler marked off in inches and fractions
of an inch.

ft 0 .,_ t!( a i 4 &

.'s..':

of
,..

INCREASE The process of becoming larger,

,...

INEQUALITY

1.44

In arithmetic a relation indicating that
the two numbers are not the same, or that
one is greater (or less) than the other.

A ildis-w 4,..1?. 11-9 44 ti 1T ,

444 ill , ig.). ti. 4 );
0

3,5

1 2 ,C5/
INSCRIBED CIRCLE

(17 tp Al

A circle totally contained within a polygon.

,k.4 bii. ill) 914 ei? 06
i)

-4111.,

(

INTEGER

0 ItiL

The whole numbers together with their
negatives.

"I 417 1 /4 fit, 44 tj ;P:: 0 . 4.--..?),-2--1-,0,

1, 2813 f+

20 6y



INTERSECTION OF
TWO SETS

en 2_t

The portion containing objects common to
both sets.

(491 64 id.*4gf 9

ias
INVERSE OPERATION

A

(All)

An operation which "undoes" the result of
a given operation. e.g. Subtracting a number
is the inverse operation of adding that
number. Dividing by a number is the inverse
operation of multiplying by that number.

4ck 4 ily_fiio 4 ft4;#4 -I, 1.4 *#--111Ribak1. .40
Itittti4tif lt -44 ILAN'.
Aot 4 tfi-ig 0/11.1 4

8 --(5 = 2

2 +6 = 6

10 4- 5 ,-__ 2
2 A 5 =10

IRRATIONAL NUMBER A real number which is not rati nal.

7, tit

ISOSCELES
TRIANGLE

05Al.
)

A triangle with two equal sides.

KILOGRAM

4 ;t (14)

A standard unit that is used to measure
weight in the metric system.
1 Kg.:7.,:2.2 lbs.

oe)4
114 1-63 )4;' 4') it 1 1-
--4 k (IA er) 0 = ft = A- 0

21
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LEAST COMMON
DENOMINATOR

1i
11% f'a ));-.41.

The lea-t common multiple of two or more
denominators.

1071 rtt, A.-',--#644k
ii, 4:. 14 19, ____ ,

2..

LEAST COMMON
MULTIPLE

311% 10.-41

The smallest common multiple of a set
of numbers.

' pi p tO*)), a 6 i-,q4- V, . 2,3,4-5
L.cti i3 60

LENGTH The measure of how long a thing is;
measurement of anything from end to end;
the greatest of the two or three
dimensions of anything.

' Jit 131* al 4A__ ;
a

LESS THAN SYMBOL

/40

The

is

1)%

sign used to show that one number
less than another.

ii-

L t, ,...pt .ft
tlY 11 Jil, * I 2 ©18

22
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LINE SEGMENT

44..

A part of
points.

1

a straight line having two end

A B

LITER A standard unit
capacity in the
1 L*1.06 qt.

14,

AC

that is used to measure
metric system.

114 tX ft -$.

- 4t i0 A -- p, v-.?,

LONGITUDE

41 ir***-

Length, distance east or west on the earth's
surface, measured as an arc of the equator
(in degrees up to 180 or by the difference
in time) between the meridian passing
through a particular place and a standard
or prime meridian, usually the one passing
through Greenwich, England.

tt 0.: 4.--0 f iro i3 iil Xill- 0

* iv 4- 4 it _A ik (114%

s t It
LOWEST TERMS

0 pF
1* 10 j

A fraction is in lowest terms if the nume-
rator and denominator have no common factor
other than 1.

I:-04 - ON i tei i 4,11 ci-if;*%,
A $ "°. °4 "I +, 4111 4 114

2 7 I I

3 8 31

MATCHING LINE

4.1. ftti
Lines used to indicate or denote the
correspondence between the objects
in two sets.

141 f 4.4 Agic-i-7.- 4 it .... 1

*it Rid* ii41,R .

A



MEAN

ff V) t

An average found by adding all the values
in a set and dividing by the number of values.

'. #1 tk 11 e4 4* kip iff 24 -1- -I-6 ,.-:= 1 2

#44, A tA 4114 ttrip)A a
12_-!-- 3 . (112)

MEASURE 1. A number indicating the comparison between
a given object and a suitable unit.

. The process of finding the number
described above.

ltd I ia 44 v- is) iti 11 ,

A t 1 it VI 44 A4i 9

MEDIAN The middle value after a set has been put
in order; if there is no middle value, the
median is 1/2 way between the two middle values.

lb, -fei 43.4 Pril4w #11 fi. 0-5 1 114t; I 1

*74 3L1 / ill il , ori V- 0 At? tf9
Ail et NI 41 44 A in 4_._ , 0

METER A standard unit that is used to misesurt.
length in the metric system. lmru-39 in.

di; 4.) Pi , ifl it 394 4 rk6-5 -4,rre
METRIC SYSTEM OF A system of weights and measures in which
MEASUREMENT the gram, the meter and the liter are the

basic units of weight, length, and capacity
respectively.

yt- fip)i14
'1°1' it 444 * r AP 4 A
)9 '-'1- *.tk *f if 4 A 4-
4=1

24
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MIDPOINT

Clir RI

A point that divides a line segment into

two congruent parts.

4t 4. A IL )/.414, 4E1 f rii9 4
.. %

A

--0--- ----1111

B

A=B

MILLIMETER

' Y4)

"""

A standard unit of measurement that is used
to measure length in the metric system.

A millimeter is equal to 1/1000 of a meter.

/ * I I 1 111 it -it 4 4-#et4 ;

1 Aii -- ,f, 4 IA 4 w z: - * .

MINUS SIGN (-)

)ti It

( - ) used to indicate the subtraction
operation, as in 7 - 3 = 4. Read, "7
minus 3 equals 4."

PF a -c

M 1 A 0 t 41 liki 1 iitz '
7 - 3 z.- 4, 44 .t 3rn r.: Ilitg70

P-, 3
..-...--

4

MIXED NUMBER

/ii tc

A numeral made up of a whole number and
a fraction and used to name a fractional
number.

-461 41 040 461 1/3 .ii. ,,-*11-

A 44 Id( °

3 --=-/-
,
del

MODE

t< o.

The number which occurs most frequently
in a given set of numbers.

,tf - 640 4.11. i % ,`h tr.

"Ift 1 i) g

76
EC:---
50 76
76 --- /
1-0 /



MULTIPLE OF A
NUMBER

'ill
ti( 0)

114

The product of the given number and a
whole number.

# lit: ti.# - iigi (, ii i4
1(1 .

1/:::-1-c-i-\\\

\\...2-//1

MULTIPLICATION

# J.1

The operation in which two numbers are
renamed to give a product.

II tit 4-7 44 43.1 it 141

.

---s\

5.>".3 .. I 5.-
5

.....,!.___ j/
!;)
_._---''''

DISTRIBUTIVE
PRINCIPLE FOR
MULTIPLICATION
OVER ADDITION

fditteri
toy gel

(Distiibutive Principle) This principle
is sometimes described in terms of "breaking
apart" a number before multiplying.
6 x (20 + 4) = (6 x 20) + (6 x 4)

-- it tt V -*LP. 04 i° 4111 Pt,
lot A 1 fifil A 41 'iM fl
4gtg 0114: t4ii. 9

MULTIPLY

440 341t

To rename two numbers as a product.

it;" 019 All Ilk (104 -441u
5x 2._ =f IC

NATURAL NUMBER

(. ti, )

Ary number in the following

(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12

( soti4 It) :

q iv
I I

II /2. ---

set of numbers:
)

1, z, 3 it 3-, 6, 7, b,

26
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NEGATIVE INTEGER

15 1F10`

Any negative whole number.

4k 4T --4ffl f 1 -ft c) igt tt .

H. 5,-10;-ol..

NEGATIVE NUMBER

If; tk

A number less than 0.

1) 1 Al 0 tot 0

11 1±,-2,-3/-

NUMBER LINE A line with
The numbers

#4.11; A

points labeled by numerals.
are in counting order.

44c. e)-t
1 0 1 2 3 4 5

NUMBER SENTENCE

ff it all

A sentence made up of numerals and a
symbol such as the equal sign, the.
"greater than" symbol, or the "less than"

symbol.

P C1/1 ttlt 4. If It AO
,

"0: IC It; , ii g A oft
.17

5 > 2
5 =5
5 < 6
51-

NUMERAL

Ilk 4

A symbol for a number.

43v a0 2i. 44,, 7
I- + 3
5 1- 2

27
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NUMERATOR

Y .3.

The term above the line in a fraction, in-
dicating how many of the specified parts of
a unit are taken.

-"°- 4A 5. VI a A' iit A: x
-* ti4 It. .4 1/4 $k
0 li iii 0

4

13

OBTUSE ANGLE One which is greater than 90° but less
than 180°.

X04 A '11414724 sp.

ODD NUMBER A whole number that is not even.

I, 3, 5, 7, 9.11...

ORDINAL NUMBER A number used to show order or position,
such as first, second, third.

..., ....) ik

PARALLEL LINES

I-.:( Al *

Two lines that are in the same plane and
do not intersect.

iq - 1 ri9414, xl 4
y,tgliAt 0

28
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PERCENT

I I); 1!

A ratio.to one-hundred.

44'...../1 L'It

770
= 7

100

PERFECT NUMBER

IA ..:

A number that equals the sum of all its
factors except itself.

1 f 1 pt it 141-4 e4 tri
I If) 4 .z... 4s f;) tt .

C5/\
1 2. , 3 ,

I+2t3 =6

PERIMETER The distance around a polygon.

PERPENDICULAR
LINES

Two inter'ecting l'nes that form four
right angles.

ri"k74 4-g-oi A Nvicil 1 0 0

PI fir)

rill A) 1

The number found by dividing the circum-
ference of a circle by its diameter.

)%) In T4 )fs) -t< 04(i ab

29
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IPICTOGRAPH

MI i t

A diagram or graph using pictured objects
to convey ideas, information, etc.

oil A 41 icy) 4 ti-t. Itt, .
104 K. ::,..,-It

12Y I,

In
below,

represents
1,000

the

actual

dti

pictograph
one house

ttl

houses.

PLUS SIGN (+)

)12 4t
The sign used to show addition.

4_4, ho -,I g If It
©3

7

P.M. The second part of a day, from noon to
midnight.

fe. jolt. tr ii ( t* lit 3%)

4 PL 1/

POLYGON

34_4(di
0 A#11)

A simple closed figure made up of line
segments.

Eti itk- A_ ifi 'As ir'-' -11 ft) IP/

POSITIVE NUMBER A number greater than 0.

1, 2, 3, 4-. 5....



POUND

,z4

A standard unit of m .,surement that is used
to measure weight in the English system.
1 lb. = 16 oz.

;0411r Al f ql-f-f4 obit
. ez

POWER

)

A number multiplied
of times. (10,000
of 10)

4t
o

( 1

by

is the

k -t ay

itself
fourth

ga

any number
power

l,7 T-39.

10, 000/ \
io = lox tomoxIo

PRIME NUMBER

tyt Ilk

A number that has only two factors -
itself and 1.

.0? gl A .. io 4- A t 14P 0
0 3, 7, 11,17....

PRISM

*k4i tit

A solid figure

polygonal, and
and whose sides

rib 4 jr-
1:11 A)

if- iv

whose ends are parallel,
equal in size and shape,

are parallelograms.

1-9, i. .1. 04)44 - 41: ,

.. If fi3 , 4 41 riv lks'
tii 44 ?q ifj

EE<I
PROBABILITY

.

--gc .1:

(ft If )

The fraction made up of the number of
favorable possibilities over the total
number of ways an event can occur.

. ..- kt 9:i tpt A ,F--ii - 41 ,(tt , ,1 fft rfil.

,t)e..t-N../Tk45k40-d&zflkit,
10.0 ).1 04 Pil --A-eLl= Alt(

31
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PRODUCT

44
The answer
two or

A ili
0 oil

to a multiplication problem;
more numbers multiplied together.

A ,-Alg),,4 1 lik-Avf_if tt
6

X

1-8

PROPER FRACTION

1 i; .

A fraction in which the numerator is less
than the denominator.

# iii A 51 15\_
;17 4' a . -my 5_ 9 --

7
_

3 8

PROPORTION An equation that
equal.

shows two ratios are

F

t AT e I ICI.
6 : 2

OR

6

9 : 3

9
32

PROTRACTOR

4 /01 la
CFA,.)

A device used for measuring angles.

9Aikt-- A p ,,, ..z..A.
3k.

,,,,,,,,,,
.0-s

.

.

PYRAMID A solid whose base is a polygon and
sides are triangles, having a common

whose
vertex.

32



PYTHAGOREAN
THEOREM

PlifikAff

For any right angle, the sum of the squares
of the lengths of the two legs is equal to
the square of the length of the hyp'Jtenuse.

"-Ali' 1 'A s m4-1°4
?4)Itit ht AI 03/4 '02

4114,

A[1....
B

2 2_ 2A +B

QUADRILATERAL

:Ci1111-4,

( vzi A -113 )

A four-sided polygon.

021 46)1 i , A 4a)

QUOTIENT The answer to a division problem; one number
divided by Lnother yields a quotient.

a- 0 if tk 0

..4i1 14,44; -44 74 -If tk4.
E)

7) 56
56

56, : 7 =-- 8

RADIUS (PLURAL-
RADII)

I if

The distance fro'. the center of a circle
to a point on the circle, half a diameter.

,iiitil e 0 ifi5) Al A 11.44
,g( ik14 0) _ n z.... ) 0 111

RANGE

4 T4
(t4L) )`)/a

The difference between the largest ane
smallest values in a set.

L 9
-161 *kit If , 19. 1- IR i)% fz-, . ..> .

1/19 d -0, ;S( 'itkE o

set of numbers

,..{2, 7, 9, I !). i ,
smallest largest
number number

1_2.._.c9) Range
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RECIPROCAL OF
A NUMBER

niiiiit0,10

The number found by dividing the given
number into 1. The product of a number
and its reciprocal is 1.

A'' fit liAgl V t i ;,._ 8>< I,. = 1

A $rt rt b5 .0) 14,-4 8

;hp .....

RECTANGLE A figure with four sides and four right
angles. Squares are also rectangles.

41 fil) - iaM i a' Ill m'IC I A i§ J L

. 1 C

RELATIVELY PRIME Two or more numbers that have no
NUMBERS common factor other than 1.

3i 1 Tfii, ..- sPit 7I- NI_ A'c igi gi 3 e4

Klp 44 *1 rirR 4Ill l'A t 10 lizkl of

*0 I U
REMAINDER Part of the answer to a division problem;

the difference between the dividend and the I

product of the quotient and the divisor.
3/7-8

44 ft, #..t 41- ft 4. cr, 41 tk* ig, it 3

.3fri OtittOr kt k 0 6

REPEATING DECIMAL A decimal with a group of digits that
repeat infinitely to the right of the
decimal point. 6 . 6 6

it f si,t,t 4 it. a lit ti A fki° itet IL 3, 2- 0
.-i -6

- 411. t 4 of li IT 1)% tk 0 1 e
zo

34



RHOMBUS

/473

A parallelogram with four congruent sides.

-,. 44 ISCat 4 1 4) Ilv it 1 a
RIGHT ANGLE

11
An angle that has the measurement of 90°.

41. t 1(0 IA
1

RIGHT TRIANGLE

VO S 4q

A triangle tha, has one right angle.

AN- IM 111 al4 lii 4r3

ROMAN NUMERAL

4

A numeral
I,

1:

made up of some of these symbols:
V, ', L, C, D, M.

'F f i q 400 A94 tgL
x,v,,,L,c,p,m

I
VI

If Ill .17/ V

VT. Vi.--i: ;XX

ROUNDING A NUMBER

AM ik
Giving an approximation for a number.

, 4Ck 04 404 tt
3.934 -3.93

3.937-1.3.94
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SCALE DRAWING

Ittl 4
A drawing in which each ratio between a
real length and the drawn length is equal
to every other such ratio.

I-444A stig Al*
4_ bt x- litif4 -41f Ilk

SCALENE TRIANGLE A triangle which does not have a pair
of congruent sides.

1 414.5 N14) 5 14.1,4_*7` ig )11 e4 5 0 3 7"

-43 5"

SCIENTIFIC A number is said to be written in scientific
NOTATION notation if it is indicated as a product of

a number between 1 and 10, and a power of
10. .r,

S 6§4'
fi. le-it

.--44*-414 N.% A -itt
64,1$43 -r a) '

24i
>$16. 5000= 5)(103

44 rifiD 11% t)

SECOND A standard unit of measurement that is used
to measure time in the English and metric
systems.

...*, ti.444)400;,41orgiTiiif%
4 111 8 4-ir I '112 0

SEGMENT Two points on a line and all the points
on that line that are between the two AB
points. A B4111--«-II
14-A .i4.-t, 0-r° e 1- ILI eb
g 4\ tk 9 (10q)kvt\ft A -41 ....
4 f* Itt z X, a ) CD
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SEQUENCE

4 5q

A collection or set of numbers given in a
specific order. Such numbers are commonly
given according to some rule or pattern.

#1f3 -tt 4P 31 as) 3
4wit-A.

SET A collection of objects.

... t$E.. it)4 41A* i% A A
A

SIDE One of two or more line segments that are
part of an angle, triangle, or other
straight-sided figure.

Akt (17 44 A Ill f: " ° A,,
=Pi 4 11) i0 ft A

]

SIMILAR FIGURES

4#144k Al

Two or
but not

/5 4:
0.3 0

more figures that have the same shape
necessarily the same size.

I

ii, % k--46 di° if)

SIMPLEST FORM OF
A FRACTION

/14t4t44....

A fraction is in its simplest form if its
numerator and denominator are relatively
prime.

41fi 1 ih 4' +1 3j --10 A I .

444 5 .51- Yri, it ) ,
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SQUARE A figure with four right angles and with
four sides of equal length.

1 "i. 4F) it_Ith: If . ' A vt& II 10 .
;spt. li, 0

II

SQUARE CENTIMETER A standard unit of measurement that is used
to measure area in the metric system. A
square centimeter is shaped like a square
and measures 1 centimeter on each side.

4k1-1714. f4 41 t III t 'Pit x'41!644

SQUARE INCH A standard unit of measurement that is used
to measure area in the English system. A
square inch is shaped like a square and
measures 1 inch on each side.

-.
1...11 zt 4 41 4P , flit it4 4 isi)

4t, ey a ,7) 1 -74 4. Alt
1,7#9 ...A 4' e4 .1-11- -1f)

SQUARE NUMBER Any number which is product of a number The first twelve
(PERFECT) times itself. perfect square

numbers are....
.-

....1-1 f ir $ A I, i , 1 4 2 t u g e t : s A
1, 4 , 9, 16, 25,

--z.. e-5 trt
.7.- . 36, 4-9, 64, 81.

100, i 2.1,14+.

SQUARE UNTT A unit of measurement shaped like a square
and used to measure area.

0
yr ii .
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STANDARD UNIT OF
MEASUREMENT

If
1

A measurement unit whose
agreed upon.

04 if.-1 eir 4

size everyone has

.t. $

SUBTRACTION The operation in which two numbers are
renamed to give a difference.

04,14.
_

5 \5.-

2 3 i

3 2 y

SUM The answer to an addition problem: two GI"
more numbers added together.

t Ct 444 10 if it.

*A ra9 A s'A. t tA ti. P3A
'').)

5
+ 3
g

SUPPLEMENTARY
ANGLES

Two angles (not necessarily adjacent)
whose sum is equal to a straight angle
or 180°.

)ro, 4c ( 7. - AP A., pt-r 17 zq

0

...--.

or

A+B =180°

TALLY MARK A simple system of writing numerals in which
one mark stands for each object counted.

...
li

'ff. ft Ai ,

40)(19,441 qi lf 1r. itpt

t 3tc e4 -iiii-lifp' 0 '

7/1/i/ //
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THEOREM

tkor

A statement which needs proof. Postulates
and other theorems can be used for proof.

io it Pfl i4 ?ft' . 1 * k
ri 44 4t Pit fy IT* gl YA7

if4
TIMES SIGN

? .1;

4 -fu
(x) The sign used to show multiplication.

*If. t ;i a) 1- f _faj
It.®7- 28

TRAPEZOID

414

A quadrilateral which has only two
parallel sides.

,* A ...r 63 617014......s.. o

LIP

TRIANGLE A three-sided polygon.

A
UNION OF TWO SETS

.,.. ....

A set which contains all the members of
two sets and no other members.

. . - 4 gilt; 49 igj_if er AI
.,4i to A oti A1.7 ml.

?pale
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MP.

UNIT An ;mount or quantity adopted as a standard
of measurement.

Aif )091t-rt 4,1 to spit

VENN DIAGRAM

VENN 11145

Diagrams which use circles to represent
sets.

4)*T31040)45.

VERTEX The point that the two rays of an angle
have in common.

-44 01-) itiq

VOLUME

14

The amount of space inside a solid
figure. Volume is measured in cubic
units.

-is Of r7 171 S P:}4 ki-Agi
otip 4t4 44

WHOLE NUMBER

CO:
A number that belongs to the set 0,1,2,3,4...

o, /, 2, 3 ,tt

41
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YARD

A
A standard unit of
to measure length in
1 yd. = 3 ft.

i fil t M
6 VIril

k
4 !Qi

measurement that is used
the English system.

114 4=--L"it

42
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